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i've downloaded the latest version of the driver
(v1.57.9.0) for this device, but it still doesn't work.
the iwconfig tool still doesn't see any wireless
networks, and the iwlist wlan0 scan command
doesn't include any networks either. i've done a
little more searching, and found this thread on the
realtek developer's forum, where someone reports
that the latest version of the linux driver (v1.58.3)
fails to detect the device, and the new version of
the driver (rtlwifi_new.fw), while it does work,
doesn't contain any mac address filter table
entries. if you are installing the latest realtek
rtlwifi driver for a laptop, be sure to enable dma:
hardware direct memory access, which was
disabled by default by default in the kernel
version 2.6.32-24. sudo modprobe rtl8723de
dma_hwtstamp=1 dma_dw=1 dma_map_sg=1 if
you have an older computer with a realtek rtl8180
or similar network card, you will need to use
the.tar.gz package, and then follow the
instructions to compile the module. you need to
use the.gz package because the.deb package
won't work because it has problems with the
newer.config files in the 2.6.35 kernel. support for
the rtl8273ae-bt has been added by realtek in the
92-series driver, version 0006.0514.2012. for
unknown reasons, neither the windows nor linux
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drivers are available on their website (yet). but
realtek tech support has been providing a dropbox
link with the source code/firmware tarball which
numerous users have reported as working.

Realtek Rtl8723ae Driver Ubuntu Download

do you have ndiswrapper installed? make sure
that ndiswrapper is installed in your path (check in

terminal). can you run this command: sudo
modprobe -v rtl8723ae? are you trying to run your

driver with the option? you can try adding:
fwlps=0 to your driver with: sudo rtl8723de-dkms

install hardware drivers tell me that i have the
necessary drivers for this network card, yet i still
cannot see the card in the list of wifi connections.

i am unable to get online with this laptop. if
anyone has any ideas on what i can do please let
me know! hello, i have a similar problem, i have a

notebok, compac cq50-112br, used windows 7
and the wireless network worked on it. when i

migrated to linux, it only worked once on the linux
mint distro, after that it stopped, i tried other

distros and nothing, thinking that this would be it,
now i use ubuntu mate, the wi fi network card is

model ar542x wireless network adapter (pci
-express). please, i've looked in many places and i
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can't find it, i await a solution for those who know.
ok, i have a conexant id 5777 - this model seems
to be a specific model for the rtl8723ae driver,
and is for windows only. it is not available for
linux. the driver has been published as source
code, and you can download the source code,

build the driver, and install the driver. the driver is
described in the "readme.rtl8723ae" file. read the

readme.rtl8723ae file. also consider this post.
read the post. hi jim, i have followed your

instructions to install the "realtek 8.173.04.00"
driver for my rtl8723ae with my p8p67 pro. the

driver has been installed and the system
rebooted. i have then tried to enable wifi using the

command: sudo iwconfig wlan0 essid for which i
have entered my essid correctly. i then tried sudo
iwconfig wlan0 channel for which i have entered
my channel number correctly. i then tried sudo

iwconfig wlan0 txpower for which i have entered
my txpower value correctly. i then tried sudo

iwconfig wlan0 power on for which i have entered
my power value correctly. i then tried sudo

ifconfig wlan0 up for which i have entered my ip
address correctly. however, when i check my

connection using ifconfig it does not show wlan0.
does anyone know why this is? 5ec8ef588b
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